The ViewSonic® PGD-350 Active Stereographic 3D shutter glasses deliver an immersive 3D visual experience for home entertainment, as well as for office or educational use. The PGD-350 glasses feature a stylish, lightweight design with foldable frames for comfortable wear and portability. With a built-in, USB rechargeable battery, ViewSonic PGD-350 glasses can provide up to 30 hours of uninterrupted 3D viewing when fully charged. A 1200:1 contrast ratio and support for 1080p resolution ensures vivid, lifelike images, while a fast 2ms response time reduces any blurring or ghosting. The PGD-350 glasses do not require an IR remitter for 3D viewing, and are compatible for use with all 3D DLP® Link projectors. ViewSonic PGD-350 glasses also feature 178-degree wide viewing angles, enabling users to enjoy 3D viewing from nearly anywhere in the room. With ViewSonic PGD-350 Active Stereographic 3D shutter glasses, enjoy 3D movies at home, deliver 3D presentations in the office, or provide 3D interactive lessons in the classroom.

Brilliant Image Performance
With an active stereographic shutter glass design, the PGD-350 glasses deliver a stunning 3D viewing experience. A 1200:1 contrast ratio and support for 1080p resolution ensures vivid, lifelike images, while a fast 2ms response time reduces any blurring or ghosting.

178-degree Wide Viewing Angles
ViewSonic PGD-350 glasses feature 178-degree wide viewing angles, enabling users to enjoy 3D viewing from nearly anywhere in the room, and from virtually any angle. Users can experience 3D whether looking at the screen from above, below, the front, or the side.

Integrated USB Rechargeable Battery
Designed with an integrated USB rechargeable battery, the PGD-350 glasses provide up to 30 hours of uninterrupted 3D viewing when fully charged.

Lightweight, Comfortable Design
Weighing only 1.13 ounces and featuring stylish, foldable frames, ViewSonic PGD-350 glasses are designed for comfortable wear and portability.
Active Stereographic 3D Shutter Glasses
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Compatible with Any 3D DLP Link Projector
The PGD-350 glasses are optimized for ViewSonic 3D-ready projectors and are also ideal for use with any 3D DLP Link projector. In addition, the PGD-350 glasses do not require an IR remitter for 3D viewing.

Optimized for performing with these ViewSonic 3D projectors:

Portable
• PLED-W200*
• PLED-W500*

Professional
• Pro8500*
• Pro8600*
• Pro8450w*

Ultra Short Throw
• PJD8333s
• PJD8633ws
• PJD8353s
• PJD8653ws

High Performance
• PJD7333
• PJD7533w
• PJD7820HD

Networkable
• PJDE235
• PJDE353s*
• PJDE383s*
• PJDE543w
• PJDE544w
• PJDE683ws*

Commercial
• PJDE5132*
• PJDE5134
• PJDE5232*
• PJDE5232L
• PJDE5234
• PJDE5234L
• PJDE5533w

*3D supported via VGA only.

Specifications

OPTICS
- LCD Lens Shutter: TN type
- Transmittance: 65% (typ.)
- Contrast Ratio: 1200:1
- Response Time: 2ms (typ.)
- Effective Distance: 40 ft. (12m)

POWER
- Voltage: 3.7–VDC
- Consumption: 1.9 mAh

BATTERY
- Type: 3.7 VDC/50mA
- Charging Method: Via USB
- Charging Period: 4–7 Hours
- Continuous Use: Up to 30 hours

OPERATING CONDITIONS
- Temperature: 32°F–113°F (0°C–45°C)
- Humidity: 20%–90% (non-condensing)
- Altitude: 0–10,000 ft. (3,048m)

DIMENSIONS
- (W x H x D) Physical: 6.3 x 1.8 x 7.1 in. / 158.7 x 45.4 x 179.5 mm
- Packaging: 7.6 x 2.95 x 2.4 in. / 193 x 75 x 61 mm

WEIGHT
- Net: 1.13 oz / 32 g
- Gross: 5.3 oz / 150 g

REGULATIONS
- FCC-B, CE, C-TICK, WEEE, RoHS

WARRANTY
- 1-year limited warranty on parts and labor

What’s in the box?
PGD-350 3D glasses, USB charging cable, carrying pouch, cleaning cloth, User Guide

ViewSonic Corporation’s QMS & EMS have been registered to ISO 9001 & ISO 14001, respectively, by TUV NORD.
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